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Chapter 1 Login 

1.1 Description 
This chapter introduces how to log in iWMS (intelligent Warehouse Management System). 

1.2 Operation 

Enter http://ip:port/wms in the browser. (For different projects consult corresponding developer.) Enter user 

name and password. 

 

Figure 1-1 Log In 

Click Login to go to initializing interface. Home page shows each menu and download center of iWMS. User has 

control authority of each menu, if not, the relevant menu will not be shown after logging in. Click  can return 

to home page. Click  to show current user name or to modify password or to sign out. User Number refers to 
the number of user that logged in iWMS. Device Number refers to the number of device that logged in iWMS. 
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Figure 1-2 iWMS Home Page 
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Chapter 2 Basic Setting 

2.1 Overview 

Basic setting is a function that maintains basic information for warehouse-oriented objects, like 

owner, and customer as well as management-oriented objects, like warehouse area, rack, bin, and 

workstation. Those information is the basic data of system operation, so they have to be precise 

and complete, or how they in, then how they out. 

 

Figure 2-1 Basic Setting 

2.2 Warehouse 

A warehouse indicates a service warehouse. iWMS supports multi-warehouse deployment, which 

can add warehouse according to actual needs. 

Warehouse records that have service data are not allowed to be deleted. 

 

Figure 2-2 Add Warehouse Interface 
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Warehouse No.: Customized, consist of letters and numbers, cannot be repeated in the system. 

Warehouse Name: Customized, can be described in Chinese and English. 

AGV Max. Load Capacity (kg): set according to the used AGV type in the warehouse. 

Tray Weight: for single-layer racks, if the sum of tray weight, rack weight, and goods weight exceeds 

the AGV maximum load capacity, the system will report error. For multi-layer rack over-weight 

verification, tray weight is not counted. 

Bin Mixing Strategy & Rack Mixing Strategy: set mixing strategy in the bin level. Select from the 

drop-down list after maintaining the strategy Dual-Screen Location configuration module. 

Manage Box For The Small Package: the system supports box management, bring corresponding 

stocks through scanning box codes during inbound on-rack and sorting outbound. Configure it 

according to the actual needs. 

Auto Account Again: checked by default, for failed posting records, it will automatically post again 

in every 30 minutes until posted. 

Auto Stop Count When Indifference: auto stop count to release stock for indifferent counting order. 

Stop Count/Close Counting Order is the closed-loop joint of the counting process. For different 

counting orders, check the difference and stop it manually. 

Auto Analysis Material and Rack Hot: the system will auto analyze and update material hot index 

after checking. 

2.3 Owner and Customer 

Owner and customer are objects of the warehouse. Owner has the ownership of goods. Customer 

includes goods supplier, freighter, and consignee. 

iWMS supports multi-owner management, which also supports single line to add, delete, import, 

and export owner and customer. Owners that have service data are not allowed to be deleted. 

 

Figure 2-3 Owner View Interface 

 
Figure 2-4 Owner Maintenance Interface 

Putaway strategy, off-rack strategy, and allocation strategy are in owner level. Select from the drop-
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down list, after maintained in the strategy configuration module. 

Owner and customer maintenance interface also provides fields of recorded client basic 

information, which are basically not involved in the system operation. 

2.4 Bin Type and Rack Type 

Maintain AGV bin type and rack type in CMS, iWMS is for displaying only. 

Bin type is a classification of minimum storage unit of iWMS. A rack includes various bin types, 

however, there is only one bin type on one side and one layer. 

The depth, width, and height of bin type participate in the system operation directly when 

recommend bin according to bin capacity. Goods volume data is the small package volume data 

that maintained in the material management package rule interface. 

The system also supports bin capacity data that maintained in the material multi-storage bin type 

interface to recommend bins according to the material management. 

 

Figure 2-5 Owner Maintenance Interface 

2.5 Warehouse Area 

Warehouse area is a further division of a warehouse; a warehouse may include one or more 

warehouse area(s). It can realize the partition management of warehouse. 

In warehouse house level, if not to maintain, it will accept the mixing strategy of the subordinate 

warehouse. 
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Figure 2-6 Warehouse Area Maintenance Interface 

2.6 Rack and Bin 

Rack is an entity of AGV library goods storage, and bin is a subdivision of it. Stock is recorded on 

the specific bin; a rack may include one or more bin(s). 

Maintain AGV bin type and rack type in CMS. Block and unblock racks and warehouses in iWMS. 

Block Inbound: selected racks and bins will not be recommended or designated when operating 

inbound. 

Unblock Inbound: selected racks and bins can be used when operating inbound. 

Block Outbound: the stock of selected racks and bins cannot be allocated. 

Unblock Outbound: selected racks and bins can be used when operating outbound. 

 

Figure 2-7 Owner Maintenance Interface 

Rack initializing status, initialized, available; uninitialized, encode information only, not available. 

The initialized rack shows storage location No., that is the actual physical coordinate. 

Bin Counting Tag & Tally Tag: After enabling counting and tally tasks, the stock of belonged bins 

cannot be used (which equivalents to block). After count ended or tally order closed, the tag will 

auto be disabled, the stock of belonged bins will be released (which equivalents to unblock). 

Bin and rack level also support mixing strategy. If not to maintain, it will accept the mixing strategy 
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of the parent level. 

2.7 Workstation 

In workstation maintenance interface you can edit workstation operation settings. 

Workstation No.: Physical coordinates of workstation, which is long and hard to recognize. 

Warehouse can customize each workstation name, which equivalents to the workstation's alias. 

Map Name: workstation belongs to map, they are in one-to-many relation. 

Workstation Group Name: The system supports to edit group for the workstation. For example, 

pickup orders of different workstations have the property, so those workstations can be grouped. 

In the system hot analysis, the distance between the pickup point and the storage location is 

calculated by aiming at a workstation group, rather than a single workstation. 

Workstation IP: The system controls workstation interface pop-up box through matching the 

physical coordinate and the workstation IP. PDA operation is also a kind of workstation, which does 

not need to configure IP. 

Dual-Screen Location: configure according to the actual operation. 

Notify the Client for pickup interface: select Yes for desktop workstation, select No for PDA 

workstation. 

Schedule orders to arrive at the workstation in order when outbound. The system supports sent 

and execute tasks strictly, which is appropriate for order outbound. 

Wait in site with Rack Carried: AGV lift and wait at the same place. 

When valid stock of single-layer is 0, AGV lower the rack and wait (at this time, it cannot execute 

other tasks), after finishing this operation, it back to the workstation and lift rack. It is applicable 

to forklift pallet working scene, the AGV lower rack to avoid crash into forklift. 

Lower the rack and get free, available for other tasks, which is applicable to long-time single rack 

working scene, no more queuing setting is required. 

Start: there is only started workstation receives tasks in dynamic wave outbound scene. 

Workstation Type: Normal workstation to operate normal inbound and outbound, but enable to 

putting outbound. Putting workstation supports putting outbound, includes virtual PTL and also 

electronic tag PTL. 

Distribute or not: configure distribute object, distribute interface according to the actual needs. 

For example, single item pick-up batch and the mixing batch of single item that can be reviewed 

do not need to distribute. Multi-wave united pickup is a new goods-to-people mode in the 

undistributed total pickup wave scene. It builds wave bases on wave, and then redistributes it to 

enhance the pickup efficiency. 

PTL Number: the number of the total storage box of a single PTL, PTL outbound needs to set PTL 

number and total storage box number of a single PTL, iWMS sends pick-up tasks according to the 

upper limit of configuration number. 
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Figure 2-8 Workstation Maintenance Interface 
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Chapter 3 Strategy Configuration 

3.1 Strategy Configuration Overview 

Strategy is the rule that the system needs to obey when processing services. The system 

performance is built based on the defined strategy, strategy configuration module provides such a 

definition and maintenance interface. 

Thorough extracting warehouse services to let them reach the expectation, following strategies 

should be defined. 

Putaway Strategy: recommends rules of putaway strategy 

Mixing Strategy: whether allows different materials and material properties in the same bin and 

rack, and also the extent of mixing. 

Off-Rack Strategy: the rule that defines available off-rack stocks. 

Allocation Strategy: the rule that further occupies stocks for each order. 

Wave Strategy: the rule that the system generates waves. 

3.2 Putaway Strategy 

The interface supports add and delete putaway strategy, and the applied putaway strategy is not 

allowed to be deleted. 

Click Strategy No. to check and edit details. 

Putaway strategy is supported to be maintained in material and owner level. If materials are not 

maintained, then adopts owner-maintained putaway strategy. 

 
Figure 3-1  Putaway Strategy View Interface 

The interface of add and edit putaway strategy are the same. After saving basic information in the 

adding interface, turn to editing interface to maintain aim storage area. 

Strategy Name: customized 

Strategy Type: according to small package size to recommend bins in the target storage area; 

according to bin capacity and material volume calculation to recommend bins in the target storage 

area and among the bin type. 

Accord material quantity in target storage area to recommend. Accord bin corresponding material 

quantity capacity calculation to recommend in the target storage area and bin types. 

Accord to small package size to recommend bins in fixed bin location; accord bin capacity and 

material volume calculation to recommend bins in the designated fixed bin location. Fixed bin 

location should meet the requirements of the target storage area and the target bin type. 
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Accord material quantity to recommend bins in fixed bin location; accord bin corresponding 

material quantity capacity calculation to recommend bins in the designated fixed bin location. 

Fixed bin location should meet the requirements of the target storage area and the target bin type. 

Empty Bin Only and Same Material Bin First: check the former one means putaway recommended 

calculation does not recommend mixing; recommend to check the latter one when control of batch 

is weak in services. 

Target storage area and target bin type support add, delete, and adjust priority. 

Add: select target storage area and target bin type from maintained storage area and bin type. 

Delete: delete target storage area and bin type records. 

Target storage area and target bin type support add, delete, and adjust priority. 

 

Figure 3-2  Putaway Strategy Maintenance Interface 

3.3 Mixing Strategy 

Whether enable mixing according to owner, material NO., stock type, created time, expire date, 

batch No., package, mat batch num, and other 9 extensive batch property fields. Besides, it can 

also configure maximum mixing quantity of one bin. 

matBatchNum: applicable to the scene allows to mix materials but not batches, which can enhance 

bin utilization on the premise of batch management. 

matPackFormat: applicable to the scene allows to mix materials but not packages. It is normal to 

see different suppliers have different package specifications to the same material code in the 

electronic manufacturing industry. 

Mixing Strategy can be divided into bin level strategy and rack level strategy. 

 Mixing Strategy Configuration Application: bin/rack-storage area-warehouse, that is start to read 

mixing strategy from bin/rack, if they don’t configure it, then read the mixing strategy of storage 

area; if storage area is not configured, then read the mixing strategy of warehouse; if warehouse 

is not configured, then there is no mixing limit. Mixing Strategy is not for inbound bin calculate 

recommendation, but only for on-rack verification. 
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Figure 3-3 Mixing Strategy Maintenance Interface 

3.4 Off-Rack Strategy 

There are many stock records of one material in the warehouse, and which one will be matched to 

the corresponding order should follow the off-rack strategy. Stock matching considers stock 

turnover rate and order requirement. 

Turnover requirement mainly indicates the order of date batch property, through configuring order 

regulation to meet the normal turnover requirements of FIFO, LIFO, and FEFO. Different 

warehouses have different accuracy for batch turnover, for example, food, medicine warehouse 

should be first in and first out, but for most of shoes and clothing, electronic material warehouses 

are insensitive to first in and first out, select Month for control strength means the stock inbounded 

in the same month has the same availability. 

In goods to people pickup mode, the final stock will invoke allocated algorithm library. In theory, 

the weaker the batch control, the more available stock that get by off-rack strategy, so that more 

space remained to be optimized by algorithm. 

Precise Match: for example, designate to allocate the stock of external batch XXX01, so only this 

stock can be allocated. 

Fuzzy Match: if the designated allocated external batch is empty, the stock of external batch XXX01, 

XXX02...can be allocated; if the designated external batch is XXX01, then only the stock of XXX01 

can be allocated. 

Multiple Match: Check When stock is not enough, whether other values are allowed, for example, 

there are not only owned materials, but also consignment materials, it will allocate consignment 

stocks, when owned stock is in shortage; Only can allocate owned stocks, when uncheck it. 

Mismatching: no batch requirement required. 
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Figure 3-4 Off-Rack Strategy Maintenance Interface 

3.5 Allocation Strategy 

Select usable stock records through off-rack strategy calculation. Allocation strategy is for further 

sorting, which matches stocks for orders. 

Allocation strategy supports to be maintained in owner, material, and order type level, allocation 

strategy maintained in the order type level is the minimal one, subject to this. 

Check Split Small Package to enable it in the small package manages box No. scene. 

Allocation strategy supports configuring Empty and Efficiency. 

 

Figure 3-5 Allocation Strategy Maintenance Interface 

3.6 Wave Strategy 

Wave is a set of orders. Define which order should be grouped that is wave strategy. Wave united 

pickup can improve pickup efficiency, which needs frequent distribution after it, so it might be 

more time-consuming, which indicates wave is not appropriate for all outbound scenes. 

The system generates waves according to manual and auto wave strategies, after configuring auto 
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wave strategy, the system will obey the strategy configuration, execute the plan, and timing filter 

orders to generate waves. Besides, it also supports manual self-grouping orders to generate waves. 

Search wave strategy through warehouse, owner, freighter, order type, strategy status, single sign, 

mixing sign, wave type, and distribute or not. 

Add, delete, import, and export wave in the wave strategy view interface. Check wave strategy to 

generate wave immediately. 

Click Strategy No. to edit relevant strategies. If there are many strategies need to be edited, edit in 

batch through Import. 

 

Figure 3-6 Wave Strategy View Interface 

Strategy No.: auto generated by the system. 

Strategy Name: customized 

Strategy Status: no matter it is manual or auto wave, this strategy won’t be executed when wave 

strategy is disabled. 

Wave Type: iWMS auto wave, iWMS timing operation or manual check rule to execute, which has 

to maintain the basic information and the work method. iWMS manual wave, manual check order 

to generate wave, which has to maintain the work method. ERP wave, follows the order wave 

relation of the upstream system, which has to maintain the work method. 

Single Sign and Mixing Sign: The system divides orders into single and non-single order, single 

order refers to the order with 1 order row and also 1 order piece; non-single order includes multi-

row and single row orders. Check Mixing Sign represents the wave includes single order and non-

single order, which means this strategy does not consider the order structure. 

Warehouse and Owner: wave has designated warehouse and owner, different warehouses and 

owners will not be grouped in one wave. 

Order Type: supports dividing waves according to order types. 

Freighter and Consignee: supports dividing waves according to freighters and consignees. 

Owner, order type, freighter, and consignee text box support multiple expressions, among which 

“” represents merge wave, @ represents independent wave. 

Max. Wave Quantity: Generally, set it to a quantity that meets a wave executes period working 

requirements. In the timing auto wave generating scene, the unsent wave quantity that generated 

by the system reaches upper limit, then the system will not auto generate waves any more until it 

to be less than the upper limit. The system generates waves and invoke it to generate algorithm 

library. In the theory, the more wave orders to be generated, the higher possibility to optimize 

wave efficiency. 

Min. Order Quantity and Max. Order Quantity: order quantity has to be more than the lower limit 

to generate a wave, or orders exceed the upper limit should go to the next wave. 

Cut-off Time Rule and Cut-off Time: for warehouses have cut-off time rule, for example, E-
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commerce warehouses only send orders that ordered before 17:00, so set cut-off time to 17:00 in 

cut-off wave strategy, then the system will operate the strategy to generate cut-off wave. Cut-off 

time rule can be defined to be creation time, order sending time, and expected delivery time. 

Max. Waiting Time: Wave strategy configuration might cause some orders cannot enter wave. For 

example, if the order quantity does not meet strategy defined upper and lower limit, it will impact 

outbound efficiency, ignore the lower limit by configuring max. waiting time order to enter wave 

directly. 

Order Sorting SQL: customized order ranking field. 

strategyWaveStr1-5: customized wave strategy order filtering fields, support multiple expressions. 

Workstation: configure the wave that generated by the wave strategy to designate workstation to 

pick up goods. Workstation and strategy No. support many-to-many association. 

Auto Send: check to auto send wave pickup tasks to started workstations. 

Wave Subtype: Static wave refers to wave ordered quantity will not be added, after generating 

wave. There is an obvious separation between two waves. Dynamic Wave: wave ordered quantity 

is dynamically increased, and there is no obvious separation between the wave and the wave 

pickup task. Apply wave subtypes according to the actual needs. Static wave is a conventional WMS 

people to goods method, however, dynamic wave is a new goods-to-people pickup method, which 

invokes dynamic wave algorithm library to generate waves, and continuously adds new pickup 

tasks to the current wave. 

Execute Plan: configure start time, end time, and executing interval in this section. For example, 

warehouse starts to work at 9:00, gets off work at 17:00, and sends pickup task every 30 minutes, 

then set start time to 9:00, end time to 17:00, and executing interval to 30. 

Priority for Executing: simultaneously executed wave strategies follow small to large priority to 

execute. 

 

Figure 3-7 Wave Strategy Maintenance Interface 
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Chapter 4 Material Management 

4.1 Material Management Overview 

Material data is the basic data of warehouse management. Material management module defines 

material, material corresponding information, and management strategy. 

Owner + Material No. can define a material; the same material may belong to various owners. 

Master Data: provides import, delete, edit, query, and export functions for materials. 

Packing Specification: provides import, edit, query, and export functions for materials. 

Material Multi-Bin Type: provides import, edit, query, and export functions for material usable bin 

type capacity. 

Material Multi-alias: provides import, delete, query, and export functions for material multi-alias. 

Material Consignee Expiry Date: defines the function of expiry date vary with consignees. 

 

Figure 4-1  Material View Interface 

4.2 Material Master Data 

Material master data generally cones from three-party system, sync to iWMS through updating 

data interface. The system also supports import and edit directly. 

 

Figure 4-2 Material Import Template 

Click Material No. to view details and edit basic information, expiry date, and service strategy. 
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Figure 4-3  Material Maintenance Interface 

Material No. & Material ID: use letters and numbers, cannot be repeated 

Owner: the real right side code of materials 

Cancellation Sign: check to disable the material record. 

Material Description: material Chinese and English description 

Material Type & Material Group: divide materials into two classifications, which can be maintained 

in the system management data library. 

Stock Upper Limit & Stock Lower Limit: for safety stock operation 

Frequency: material frequency index, which supports manual maintain and system operation, the 

larger value, the higher order frequency. 

ABC Sign: the classification of material importance, which is a partial financial indicator, maintain 

it in the system management data library. 

Material Field 1-9: pre-reserved customized field, which name can be customized in the system 

management data library. 

Supports upload material pictures, and named them by material No. Configure pictures to notify 

pickup. 

Expiry Date Management Sign: considers expiry date when allocating stocks after check it. 

Expiry Date Operation Rule: configure created time, inbound time, and expiry time to operate. 

Expiry Date: the valid duration of materials, counted by day, for example, enter 365 to represent 

material's valid days, then the system will get the expiration date according to the created time or 

the inbound time. 

Outbound Advanced Period: the system calculates expiry date according to maintained data, but 

in actual service, it will not wait until the expiry date. For example, set outbound advanced period 

to 30, then stocks will not be allocated since 30 days before the expiry date. 

Putaway strategy, off-rack strategy, and allocation strategy are defined in the strategy configuration 

module, which can be maintained in the drop-down list. 

Fix Bin: maintain material corresponding fix bin in the warehouse that use fix bin management, 

which supports multiple fix bins maintain. 

Excess Receiving: check it to support ASN receiving, setting excess receiving proportion, and 

quantity. 
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Excess Delivery: check it to support excess order pickup, setting excess delivery proportion, and 

quantity. 

Excess Receiving/Delivery Control: each time actual receiving/delivery quantity <= (order quantity 

- completed quantity) × (1 + allowed excess proportion) + allowed excess quantity 

4.3 Package Specification 

Package specification defines package level, quantity conversion relations between each level, 

length, width, volume, weight, unit, and material information of each level’s package. 

Material package specification information supports syncing data interface through three party 

system, and also supports add, delete, edit, import, and query in iWMS. 

Copy: for example, material A and B have the same package specification, specification of material 

A already exists in the system, then copy it to add package specification for material B. 

 

Figure 4-4  Package Specification View Interface 

Package Specification & Package Specification Code: generally, use package level for better 

understanding and maintenance. 

Package Description: customized, same as the package specification by default. 

Main Unit & Main Unit Quantity: stock management main unit, the system supports decimal stock 

management, but main unit generally indicates allowed outbound minimal unit. The meaning of 

main unit could be different, even if they are the same material in different property warehouses. 

For example, devanning is not allowed in the consumer products factories, so main unit is box or 

tray in this case. However, for terminal distribution center, main unit could be piece or bag. The 

system main unit is 1 EA (Each). 

Package Material: corresponds to the package material of unit outbound, for example, maintain 

concept of tray, table trolley, carton, etc., in data library, here select from the drop-down list. 

Gross Weight: standard gross weight of product's main unit 

Length, Width, Height: standard length, width, and height of product. 

Volume: Standard volume of product's main unit. 

Quantity: the main unit quantity of package, for example, small package has 6 tins, medium 

package has 24 tins, so small package quantities correspond to 6, and middle package quantities 

correspond to 24, which means there are 6 main units in the small package and 24 main units in 

the medium package. 

In consider of usually no need to tear package into smallest one during inbound putaway operation, 

in the putaway strategy, the basis of material capacity calculated bin quantity is the length, width, 

and height of small package rather than the main unit. So the length, width, and height of small 
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package must be maintained precisely and completely for recommending precise bin quantity. The 

system supports package management in 4 levels. If there is only single package level in the actual 

service, then only need to maintain the main unit and the small package, and the quantity radio of 

them is 1:1. 

 
Figure 4-5 Figure Package Specification Maintenance 

4.4 Material Multi-Warehouse Area 

Material multi-warehouse area syncs to the target warehouse area in the on-rack strategy. Query 

available on-rack warehouse area of each material on the interface. 

 

Figure 4-6  Material Multi-Warehouse Area View Interface 

4.5 Material Multi-Storage Bin Type 

Material multi-storage bin type syncs to the target bin type in the on-rack strategy. Query available 

on-rack bin type and maintain capacity import of each material on the interface. 

 
Figure 4-7  Material Multi-Storage Bin Type View and Maintenance 
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4.6 Material Multi-Alias 

The system supports one material and multi-code and multi-material and one code, that is one 

material can maintain various aliases, you can scan any of them to locate this material, and in the 

scene of various materials use one code, you need to manually check the operating code 

corresponds to which material. 

Product multi-alias is a typical application of one material and various code. For example, shoes 

and clothing industry may encode during manufacturing, circulation, and marketing, various codes 

appoint to one material at the end. 

Various materials and one code’s typical application, for example, in publishing industry, ISBN No. 

is titled by the specialized institution, there are different publications correspond to the same ISBN 

No.; besides, 69 code, EAN product bar code is also titled by the specialized institution, needed to 

be recorded, and applied to various products. 

Material multi-alias information supports syncing data interface through three party system, and 

also supports import, delete, edit, and query in iWMS. 

 
Figure 4-8  Material Multi-Alias Maintenance Interface 

4.7 Material Consignee Expiry Date 

The system supports set different advanced validity for different consignees. After configuration, 

allocate stocks subjects to the consignee expiry date. 

Material consignee expiry date interface supports import, delete, edit, export. 

 
Figure 4-9  Material Consignee Expiry Date Maintenance Interface 
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Chapter 5 Outbound and Inbound 
Management 

5.1 Overview 

The inbound and outbound management integrates the function of inbound order, wave 

management, outbound order head, outbound order, workstation inbound order, workstation 

outbound order, and rack movement task. 

Inbound order function allows you to search inbound order status and manage. 

Outbound order head function allows you to search outbound order status and manage. It 

supports manual distribution, distribution cancellation, wave generation and priority adjustment. 

Outbound order function allows you to search outbound details manage. 

Wave management function allows you to search wave status and manage. It supports workstation 

distribution and wave releasing. 

Workstation inbound order and outbound order function allow you to search and manage in 

accordance with workstation’s inbound task and outbound task status. 

Rack movement task function allows you to search and manage in accordance with rack’s 

movement task status. 

5.2 Inbound Order 

In general, the inbound order is from the third party system, and order is added and updated to 

the iWMS via the data interface. The iWMS can import addition and modification. 

You can search inbound order in iWMS according to order No., order status, order type, warehouse, 

owner, material No., time type (creation time, completion time), time, etc. 

Inbound order status: New refers to without any operation. Only the inbound order in the new 

status can be deleted. 

Executing refers to the iWMS starts to call rack. No putaway task has been completed. 

Partially completed refers to partial putaway tasks have been completed. 

Completed refers to all putaway tasks have been completed. 

Closed refers to the entire order has been closed. It is often regarded as note for interface feedback. 

 

Figure 5-1 Inbound Order Search Interface 
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Inbound type in goods-to-people mode: Order inbound. According to order or track No., you can 

search and select detailed inbound order, iWMS calculates putaway strategy and recommends 

putaway bin. RCS calls AGV to move the rack to workstation, and worker puts goods on rack at 

workstation. Order inbound is the most commonly used inbound type in businesses that have strict 

requirements for the putaway strategy. 

Cycle inbound means that iWMS calls rack continuously. Cycle inbound supports inbound according 

to quantity, specific rack and rack type. RCS calls AGV to move the rack to workstation, and worker 

puts goods on rack at workstation. Cycle inbound can call rack to arrive workstation in advance to 

avoid waiting time. The typical application scenario includes putting the tray to the rack. Cycle 

inbound does not verify putaway strategy, and it verifies mixture strategy only. 

Automatic inbound means that RCS calls AGV to automatically move non-loaded rack to automatic 

inbound point. Then, automatic equipment or workers put goods on rack. The typical application 

scenarios include assemble line automatic inbound, mechanical arm automatic inbound, and 

automatic forklift automatic inbound. Automatic inbound does not verify putaway strategy, and it 

verifies mixture strategy only. 

5.3 Outbound Order Head 

In general, the outbound order is from the third party system, and order is added and updated to 

the iWMS via the data interface.  

You can search outbound order in iWMS according to order No., order status, order type, single 

piece sign, wave No., owner, warehouse, workstation, strategy name, outbound order head field, 

time type, time, etc. 

It supports stock distribution by order, distribution cancellation, wave creation and priority 

adjustment. 

Outbound head status: To be distributed refers to added outbound order. 

Partially distributed refers to partial order quantity is distributed to the stock. 

Distributed refers to the whole order is distributed. 

To be sent refers to the task has created, but it has not been sent to workstation. 

Executing refers to the task has been sent to the workstation, and the AGV starts to move rack. 

Partially completed refers to partial order quantity has completed pickup. 

Completed refers to the whole order has completed pickup/ 

Closed refers to the entire order has been closed. It is often regarded as note for interface feedback. 

 
Figure 5-2 Outbound Order Head Search Interface 

For stock distribution and distribution cancellation, the iWMS can automatically distribute stock 

according to order details. You can also manually distribute stock. For distributed stock, you can 
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cancel distribution or distribute again. 

Wave creation supports selecting different orders to create manual wave. 

Priority adjustment supports adjusting order’s priority. The priority 1 has the highest priority. Oder 

with higher priority enters wave and sends workstation task first. 

5.4 Outbound Order 

Outbound order function allows you to search outbound details manage. 

You can search outbound details according to order No., order status, order type, warehouse, 

workstation, owner, wave No., material No., time type, time, etc. 

Outbound order status is the same with outbound order head status.  

You can create and import new outbound order by template, delete details of new status, and close 

details of partial pickup in outbound order page. 

 
Figure 5-3 Outbound Order Search Interface 

5.5 Wave Management 

Wave refers to the collection of orders. 

According to the pickup mode, the wave can be divided into dynamic wave and static wave. The 

iWMS supports automatic and manual creation of wave. Manual wave creation can be created via 

preset wave strategy, or created via selecting different orders. 

You can search wave according to wave No., strategy No., wave status, warehouse, strategy name, 

and creation time. 

The wave has 2 statuses, including to be sent and sent. The different lies in whether tasks are 

distributed with workstation, AGV starts moving rack or not, and whether orders are canceled. 

For workstation distribution, the iWMS supports pickup at workstation assigned by wave. It also 

supports automatic distribution of workstation. 

 
Figure 5-4 Wave Search Interface 
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5.6 Workstation Inbound Order 

You can search workstation inbound order according to task No., warehouse, workstation, material 

No., confirm status, bin No., task type, time, etc. 

Task type refers to order inbound, cycle inbound, and auto bound. 

The details of workstation inbound order supports importing via Excel file. 

 

Figure 5-5 Workstation Inbound Order Search Interface 

5.7 Workstation Outbound Order 

You can search workstation outbound order according to task No., warehouse, workstation, 

material No., confirm status, bin No., owner, task type, stock No., order No., order type, wave No., 

task item, time, etc. 

Task type refers to order outbound. If you check order details, the system executes pickup 

outbound according to order details, and wave is not created. 

PTL outbound refers to send workstation wave, electronic tag or virtual PTL manually or 

automatically, and then pick up goods and outbound according to wave. 

The details of workstation outbound order supports importing via Excel file. 

 
Figure 5-6 Workstation Outbound Order Search Interface 

5.8 Carrying Task 

You can search rack carrying task according to warehouse, workstation No., task order No., rack 

No., task status, task type, time, etc. 

The task type of workstation inbound order includes order inbound, cycle inbound, auto inbound. 

The task type of workstation outbound order includes order outbound, PTL outbound, transfer 

posting, counting and tally. 

Rack carrying task records the details of rack executing different task. 

It also can send failed rack carrying task, and intervene manually is supported. 

You can export details of rack carrying task via Excel file. 
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Figure 5-7 Rack Carrying Task Search Interface 
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Chapter 6 Stock Management 

6.1 Overview 

The stock management provides stock searching function, including real-time stock search, history 

search, change record search, stock transfer order search, box No. search, inactive stock search, 

etc. 

It provides checking function between iWMS stock and the third party system stock. Checking 

function involves stock checking interface. 

 The stock management also provides tally function, including tally by stock, tally by rack, and tally 

inbound and outbound order. 

6.2 Query Stock 

You can search stock details according to warehouse, warehouse area, materials, owner, stock No., 

external batch, rack, bin No., quality inspection status, box No., tracking No., WMS batch, frozen 

status, etc. 

 Available stock = total quantity - allocated quantity - frozen quantity 

The stock search interface supports freezing and unfreeze stock. 

You can export stock details via Excel file. 

 
Figure 6-1 Stock Search Interface 

6.3 Change Record 

You can search all changed records that affect stock change transaction in the change record page. 

You can search change recode according to material No., time, owner, user name, external batch, 

warehouse, source warehouse area, source bin, destination warehouse area, change No., task type, 

box No., tracking No., stock No., quality inspection status, WMS batch, task order, order No., task 

type, etc. 

You can export change record via Excel file. 
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Figure 6-2 Change Record Search Interface 

6.4 History 

The iWMS executes backup for stock on daily basis. You can search stock by date in history page. 

You can search history according to stock date, warehouse, warehouse area, material No., owner, 

WMS batch, tracking No., rack No., bin No., stock No., etc. 

You can export history stock details via Excel file. 

 
Figure 6-3 History Search Interface 

6.5 Stock Transfer Order 

The stock transfer order records the business which book stock has changed while the physical 

inventory has no changed only. For example, synchronize batch attribute of the third party system, 

and adjust stock quantity. 

You can search stock transfer order according to transfer order, time, owner, external batch No., 

material No., destination owner, destination external batch, etc. 

You can export stock transfer order details via Excel file. 

 
Figure 6-4 Stock Transfer Order Search Interface 
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6.6 Stock Check 

The iWMS has an independent stock for managing inbound and outbound. The iWMS provides 

stock checking function with the third party system. 

Stock checking supports system automatic checking which is executed at 2:30 on daily basis. iWMS 

system checks stock with the third party system, and displays the difference between them. 

Manual checking: It compares iWMS stock and the third party system stock. 

You can search checking details according to warehouse, owner, material No., external batch, 

checking type (automatic checking/manual checking), time, quality inspection status, etc. 

 
Figure 6-5 Stock Check Interface 

6.7 Tally 

iWMS supports stock bin movement, that is tally. For example, in order to improve the utilization 

of the bin, concentrate scattered stock. And in order to raise pickup rate, put the stock with same 

attribute into the same rack. 

The stock tally supported by iWMS is the movement between two bins, including two bins on the 

one rack, and two bins on two racks. 

The stock tally includes direct tally that refers to call source bin rack and destination bin rack to 

workstation. The source bin rack and destination bin rack may be the same rack. Tally inbound and 

outbound refers to remove stock of all source bins, and putaway to destination bin. 

Stock tally requires stock tally order that should be established manually. Tally order supports the 

creation of specified materials, racks and bins, or the specified stock details to be imported in 

batches. 

You can search stock tally according to bin, map, tally order, source bin, destination bin, status, task 

order, material, workstation, creation time, etc. 

 
Figure 6-6 Stock Tally Search Interface 
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Figure 6-7 Stock Tally Order Creation Interface 

6.8 Tally Inbound and Outbound Order 

Tally inbound and outbound is another operation mode of stock tally, and it removes stocks of all 

source bins, and then putway to destination bin. 

Tally inbound and outbound requires new tally outbound order. Tally outbound order supports 

specified warehouse, material, bin creation, or check rack to establish. 

 
Figure 6-8 Tally Outbound Order Establishment Interface 

6.9 Query Box No. 

You can search stock details of corresponding box according to box No., stock No., bin No., material 

No., WMS batch, etc. 

 
Figure 6-9 Box No. Search Interface 

6.10 Inactive Stock 

You can search inactive stock details according to warehouse, latest outbound interval, latest 

inbound interval, material No., owner, stock No., rack No., bin No., etc. 

 
Figure 6-10 Inactive Stock Search Interface 
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Chapter 7 Stock Count 

7.1 Overview 

Stock count is a daily operation of the warehouse and it is the necessary business activity to ensure 

the accurate stock. 

iWMS supports full process management of count, including creation of count order, count startup, 

count task details management, differential analysis, and count completion. 

The count can be divided into normal count and dynamic collision count. The normal count refers 

to count all stocks in specific area. The dynamic collision count refers to count the stocks that have 

change records within specific time range. You can select stock records of inbound change, 

outbound change, and inbound and outbound change. Loop Count 

iWMS supports displayed count and hidden count. 

The displayed count executes interface, print and exported count task order, and it displays 

material and quantity. 

The hidden count executes interface, print and exported count task order, and it displays material 

only. 

7.2 Create Count Order 

You can create count order according to specific warehouse, warehouse area, rack, bin, owner, 

material, batch or ABC tag if you count by bin. 

You can also create count order by selecting rack on the map. 

 
Figure 7-1  Create Count Order by Bin 

 

Figure 7-2 Create Count Order by Rack 
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iWMS supports creating count order by receiving the third party system count order, and supports 

handhold terminal count with task. 

7.3 Enable Count 

Enabling count is the process of creating count task details. After count is enabled, the stock details 

specified by the count order are marked as in counting status, and the stock is unavailable. 

You can search count enabling status by warehouse, count order, order status, order type, task No., 

workstation and planned time. 

The rack that is executing carry task cannot enable count. Rack that is assigned with effective stock 

without executing can enable count. 

You can check multiple count orders to enable them. 

When count is enabled, the enable status is marked as enabled. The workstation can select enabled 

count order to execute count operation only. 

After confirming count status, the disabled count order can be deleted. 

 
Figure 7-3 Enable Count Interface 

7.4 Count Item 

In count item page, you can search count task details status, and export count item via Excel file. 

You can search count item according to warehouse, order No., item status, rack NO., bin No., item 

No., order type, etc. 

 

Figure 7-4 Count Item Search Interface 

7.5 Differential Analysis 

After count task operation is completed, the differential analysis interface displays a comparison 

of the actual quantity of count and stock quantity. 

You can count again for task details in this interface. 

You can search differential analysis according to warehouse, order No., differential change, order 

type, owner, item status, order item, bin No., material No., tracking No., workstation, bookkeeping 

tag, count start time, count time, etc. 
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You can export differential analysis via Excel file. 

 
Figure 7-5 Differential Analysis Search Interface 

7.6 End Count 

It means that close count order and release available stock. 

iWMS can automatically end count when there is no difference in count. However, if there is still 

differential count, you need to end it manually.  

The result posting supports posting count result details via interface. 

 
Figure 7-6 End Count Search Interface 
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Chapter 8 Reports 

8.1 Overview 

You can search and view warehouse main data in this module, including stock data, order data, 

workload data, rack bin data, etc. 

8.2 Data Board 

You can view stock data, order data, workload data, and rack bin data in data board. 

The data board can be displayed by warehouse. 

The data board can switch display contents. 

Board 1: 

Stock data: It includes stock quantity and SKU. 

 
Figure 8-1 Stock Data Display 

Order data: Outbound order quantity and inbound order quantity, and you can view progress. 

 
Figure 8-2 Order Data 

Workload data: You can view total order volume, total order item quantity, and total pickup 

quantity. 
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Figure 8-3 Workload Data 

Rack and bin data: It includes single-level rack and multiple-level rack utilization quantity, and 

utilization rate. 

 
Figure 8-4 Rack Bin Data 

Board 2: 

It displays order data according to different types. 

It includes daily order quantity, order line quantity, pickup quantity, inbound and outbound order 

quantity. 

 
Figure 8-5 Board 2 

8.3 Rack Utilization Rate 

The rack utilization rate displays the used quantity, total quantity and utilization rate of single-level 

rack, multiple-level rack, single-level rack bin, and multiple-level rack bin. 

High utilization rate (60%-90%), medium utilization rate (30%-60%), and ow utilization rate (0%-

30%) are used to display the utilization rate of single-level rack, multiple-level rack, single-level rack 

bin, and multiple-level rack bin. 

It can display visualized graphs and tables. 
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You can export rack utilization rate data via Excel file. 

 
Figure 8-6 Rack Bin Utilization Rate Graph 

 
Figure 8-7 Rack Bin Utilization Rate Table 

8.4 Outbound and Inbound Workload 

You can search and count outbound and inbound workload according to warehouse, workstation, 

time, etc. 

Workload can be counted according to order, order item or pickup quantity. 

It can display visualized graphs and tables. 

You can export outbound and inbound workload via Excel file. 
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Figure 8-8 Outbound and Inbound Workload Graph 

 
Figure 8-9 Outbound and Inbound Workload Table 

8.5 Order Monitor 

You can search order monitor execution situation by warehouse, outbound and inbound order, 

order type, time, etc. 

Outbound order counts total order quantity, completed quantity, executing quantity, and to be 

distributed quantity. Inbound order counts total order quantity, completed quantity, executing 

quantity, and new quantity. 

It can display visualized graphs and tables. 

You can export order monitor data via Excel file. 

 
Figure 8-10 Order Monitor Graph 
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Figure 8-11 Order Monitor Table 

8.6 Workload Statistics 

You can search workload statistics by warehouse, workstation/user, outbound and inbound, time, 

etc. 

It displays total order quantity, daily order quantity, total order item quantity, daily order item 

quantity, total pickup quantity, daily pickup quantity. 

It can display visualized graphs and tables. 

You can export workload data via Excel file. 

 
Figure 8-12 Workload Statistics Graph 

 
Figure 8-13 Workload Statistics Table 

8.7 Safety Stock 

After setting upper and lower limit of setting safety stock, you can search and count stock by 

warehouse and material. Details of under-stock, overstock and all stocks can also be searched. 

You can export safety stock data via Excel file. 

 
Figure 8-14 Safety Stock Table 
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Chapter 9 Permission Management 

9.1 Introduction 

You can perform user management and role management in the permission management page. 

Operation permissions are configured to the role, and when the use is linked to a role, it can 

possess the permission of the role. One user can be linked to multiple roles at one time. The roles 

are classified by the post function, such as inbound group, outbound group, library control group, 

and administrator. One kind of group stands for one kind of role, and members in the groups are 

users in the role. One member may belong to multiple positions. 

9.2 User Management 

You can add, delete, disable, and enable user account in the user management, and reset user 

password also. 

9.2.1 Add User Singly 

Step 1 Click Add, and enter the relevant information. Fields marked with the asterisk are required. 

 

Figure 9-1 Initial Page 
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Figure 9-2 Add User 

Step 2 Associate the user to a role after adding the user successfully. You can click Edit to modify 

the user information in the Add User page. 
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Figure 9-3 User Information Viewing Page 

Step 3 Associate role: click Settings to enter role selection page. Check a role or roles, and click OK 

to finishing settings. 

 

Figure 9-4 Role Selection Page 

Step 4 The user information viewing page will display the item of the user you added. 

 
Figure 9-5 User Added 

9.2.2 Add User in Batch 

Enter user information, including user type, user name, login password, real name, phone number, 

ID number, mail address, etc., in the Excel template downloaded from the system, and then import 

the excel file into the system to add users in batch. 

 

Figure 9-6 Add User in Batch 

9.2.3 Delete/Disable/Enable/Reset Password/Export User 

You can query users by user name, role name, real name, phone number, user description, creation 
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time, user type, and user status. 

Check the user, and you can perform corresponding operations by clicking 

Delete/Disable/Enable/Reset Password/Export. 

9.3 Role Management 

You can add, delete, disable, enable, and copy role in the role management. 

9.3.1 Add Role 

Step 1 Click Add, enter the role name, and select the role property. The expired date is required if 

you select Temporary as role property. 

 

Figure 9-7 Initial Page 

 

Figure 9-8 Add Role 

Step 2 Click Save to finishing role adding. 

 

Figure 9-9 Role Information Viewing Page 

Step 3 Click Edit to edit the role information, and click Settings to set the permission for the role. 
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Figure 9-10 Role Information Viewing Page 

9.3.2 Delete/Disable/Enable Role 

You can query roles by role name, role status, expiration information, and creation time, 

Check the role and you can perform corresponding operations by clicking Delete/Disable/Enable. 

 

Figure 9-11 Initial Page 

9.3.3 Copy Role 

Check the role to be copied, and rename it. Click Save to finishing copying. 

 

Figure 9-12 Initial Page 

 

Figure 9-13 Role Information Viewing Page 
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Figure 9-14 Role Information Viewing Page 
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Chapter 10 System Management 

10.1 Introduction 

System management module integrates functions such as interface exception handling, system 

parameter configuration, data dictionary configuration, log query, and scheduled task 

configuration. 

Note: It is not recommended to adjust parameters in the system management frequently. Some 

parameters in the system management may affect system’s global operation. 

10.2 Exception Handling 

The exception handling module records the inbound and outbound posting details, including the 

warehouse, document number, document type, task type, posting result, task number, creation 

time, update time, posting parameters, and result details. 

Result details refer to the posing results returned by third-party API. Generally speaking, you can 

identify the specific reasons for the posing failure by the result details, such as packet format error, 

logical check failure, and so on. Note: Only information like Error or Connecting Failed is prompted 

as result details if the posting failure is caused by network transmission problem. 

You can query posting information by document number, task number, posting result, warehouse, 

task type, document type, user name, and creation time. 

For the posting failure caused by message format error or other business-allowed errors, you can 

click the corresponding task number to enter the details page, and then directly adjust the message 

format or parameters to re-post again. 

For the posting failure caused by network transmission problem, you can click corresponding 

records and then re-post. 

If the warehouse has been configured as Auto Repost, the item will be reposted automatically 

every 30 min when the posting result is Failed. 

You can export the posting details in excel format. 

 
Figure 10-1 Posting Result List 
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10.3 System Parameter 

10.3.1 RCS Parameter 

You can set RCS name, RCS number, RCS IP address, RCS port, and RCS HTTP address. 

You can click Data Sync to synchronize all or part of CMS information. 

RCS parameters belong to system global settings. It is not recommended to modify parameters 

after the system comes into use. 

 

Figure 10-2 RCS Parameter 

10.3.2 Map Parameter 

You can set map parameters, including pallet weight, maximum load of AGV. 

Map parameters belong to system global settings. It is not recommended to modify parameters 

after the system comes into use. 

 

Figure 10-3 Map Parameter 
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10.3.3 Order Type 

Order type is often used to distinguish different business types. 

In the order type module, you can set order type code, task type, and order type parameters. 

Order type code is generally determined by business requirements and API protocols. Usually, 

order type code’s expression is based on the customer's terminology. 

Task type refers to the inbound/outbound tasks of iWMS. Inbound task is divided into Order 

Inbound (C) and Circular Inbound (D). Outbound is divided into Order Outbound (P), Distributed 

Outbound (W), and Storage Adjustment (Y). 

 
Figure 10-4 Order Type Code and Task Type Settings 

You can set inbound posting method. The system is set Order Posting by default, and supports 

order posting, task posting, rack posting, container/pallet posting, and LPN posting. 

 

Figure 10-5 Inbound Posting Settings 

You can set following parameters in the outbound order type page. 

Whether to distribute stock in advance for outbound: The third-party system pushes the 

outbound order information. If enable distribute stock in advance for outbound, the system will 

distribute the order automatically, while if not, the system will distribute the order only when there 

is outbound order. 

Whether partial stock distribution is allowed for one order before outbound: If enable this 

function, you can distribute stock partially.  

Whether to report ERP when out of stock before outbound: If enable this function, you can report 

stock shortage information to the third-party system.  

Whether partial pickup is allowed for outbound: If enable this function, the system will deliver 

stocks according to the stock quantity. 

Whether to report ERP for partial pickup when outbound: If enable this function, you can report 

partial pickup information to the third-party system. 

Whether partial order execution for outbound: If enable this function, the system will only 

execute the checked order when outbound. 
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Whether binding container is required when outbound: If enable this function, you should 

manage the container when outbound. 

Whether to check the availability of the container: If enable this function, the system will check 

the availability of the container. 

Whether to generate virtual stock after outbound: If enable this function, the system will generate 

a virtual stock. 

Outbound posting triggering condition: The system is set Order Posting by default, and supports 

order posting, task posting, rack posting, container/pallet posting, and LPN posting. 

Control orders reach the workstation in order, the order quantity that sent by the workstation: 

For example, the automotive industry often has the sorting requirements. It is required to control 

the order, and outbound according to the customer order. The number bust be a positive integer, 

and it is 0 by default. 0 represents that the system does not control the order sequence. When it is 

not 0, the task type associated to the order type must be Order Outbound. For example, if you set 

the task type is DTL outbound, you have to set the number 0. 

Above parameters are related to the order type. It is not recommended to be modified when the 

system comes into use. 

 

Figure 10-6 Outbound Order Parameter 

10.3.4 Other Parameters 

You can set other system parameters, which usually belong to system global settings. It is not 

recommended to modify parameters after the system comes into use. 

 

Figure 10-7 Other Parameters 
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10.4 Data Dictionary 

You can set segment, code, and description in the data dictionary. 

You can customize the description. 

 
Figure 10-8 Data Dictionary 

10.5 Log Management 

In log management module, you can search log, including operation log, task log, and API log. 

You can export the log details in excel format. 

You can search the operation log by operation user, IP, operation type, operation result, time, 

content, and module. 

 

Figure 10-9 Operation Log 

You can search the task log by task No., time, result, and type. 

 
Figure 10-10 Task Log 

You can search the API log by operation user, IP, operation type, operation result, time, and API 

method. 
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Figure 10-11 API Log 

10.6 Workstation Segment 

You can set the workstation segment, including display order, edibility, and column width. 

Workstation segment settings take effect after rebooting the client software. 

 

Figure 10-12 Workstation Segment 

10.7 Scheduled Task 

You can set the cron expression of scheduled task. 

Expression of Scheduled Task: [Second] [Minute] [Hour] [Day] [Month] [Week]  

 

Figure 10-13 Scheduled Task 
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